
CHAPTER TWELVE

Brands Cross
Channels

Today, marketers are trying to appeal directly to the customer. On

top of that, many direct marketers who traditionally have made

their appeals directly to the customer are attempting to brand

themselves. Dell is an example of a direct manufacturer engaged in a

branding effort.

Marketing options range from direct and database marketing tech-

niques that deal with observed behavior to broadcast marketing models

that deal with targets. These are not binary choices—it’s not either/or.

Both direct and broadcast approaches have their place. Today’s environ-

ment doesn’t limit you to one or the other. In fact, in today’s environment,

you can’t afford to ignore either.

Businesses worry about channibalism, “a basic fear felt by many

executives and managers that one channel, or line of business, will steal

business away from another. There are two facets to this fear: one tied to

fears of consumer confusion and loyalty and one tied to managerial salary

structures.”1 While customers may prefer to use a particular channel—
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such as a catalog or a store or a Web site—in customers’ minds, they are

interacting with the business, not with the channel.

It turns out that while a company’s internal infrastructure may threaten

the business’s success as a multi-channel entity, channibalism per se doesn’t

exist. In fact, customers who use more than one of a business’s channels

often increase their purchases overall.2 And multi-channel customers demon-

strate greater loyalty. “With no fear of stealing your own customers from

your other channels, the longed-for ideals of effective multi-channel and

cross-channeling marketing become a palpable possibility.”3

To take advantage of the potential inherent in becoming multi-channel

means a business has to start thinking like a multi-channel company. Jack

Aaronson writes:

This means unifying customer data across all customer touch points

and understanding the brand as the glue that binds the channels.

People are loyal to your company’s brand, not its channels

(unless you disappoint them). For many Americans, book buying

is a very channel-specific task, not a brand-specific task. They buy

books at B&N stores; online they go to Amazon.

This is because Amazon was very smart positioning its brand

online. Instead of branding itself as just another online store, it

aligned itself with the channel. It declared that anything you want

to buy online, you can buy from Amazon.

The brand-ignorant were left scrambling to create an online

brand that didn’t compete with Amazon. This is difficult, as

Amazon’s brand and product range intentionally overlaps (and

overshadows) almost every other online brand. Had multi-channel

retailers branded themselves as such, they wouldn’t be in the 

turmoil they’re in today. Because brand alignment is usually

stronger than channel alignment, B&N shouldn’t have lost cus-

tomers to Amazon . . .

A true multi-channel competitor can offer users an experience

Amazon (or any other single-channel company) cannot: shopping

over multiple channels (online or off-) in the same environment.4
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How do customers reach you?
Customers have a number of options for choosing how they interact

with a business. The choices they make often reflect the level of intimacy

they want with the company. It’s probably not an accident that the ratio

between people who get their information from stores and those who get

their information online is about the same as the ratio of extroverts to

introverts in the population (see Chapter Twenty for more details).

Sales favors extroversion; conversions take place face-to-face in stores

or voice-to-voice over the telephone. It’s a social experience. However,

customers are increasingly voting with their mice, opting for more intro-

verted interactions. They are avoiding the interpersonal dimension alto-

gether, or postponing it until they either have no choice or feel sufficiently

confident to engage a real person.

Because customers can choose their angle—the channel—of approach,

our job is to package information that is appropriate to each channel.

Pushing traffic in order to force another interaction doesn’t work. Our pri-

mary evidence for this? Average online conversion rates today range from the

1 to 2 percent rates of direct mail to the 10 percent rate for catalog companies.

Given that online customers are voluntary participants—with a task in mind,

they come to Web sites by choice—these rates are ridiculously low.

Raising the rates
If we were to compare conversion rates between Store A and Store B

(brick-and-mortar channels tend to convert about 50 percent of their cus-

tomers) and discover that Store A’s sales were down, we might suspect the

problem lay with the salespeople or that something about Store A’s sales

process wasn’t working. We’d hunker down and start examining what

wasn’t working in the interaction.

We don’t usually do this when it comes to other media channels.

Instead, we decide it’s a good idea to drive more traffic to the channel—

even though we know we’re sending that traffic into a bucket with some

major holes!  And so we ask marketers, who excel at driving traffic, to

deliver ever-increasing numbers of customers to drive our sales.

Recall our bad-math example in Chapter Four. If a hundred people go
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into a store and twenty of them buy something, that’s not a reason to send two

hundred people so forty will buy. While sending two hundred people into the

store is not inherently wrong, it sidesteps critical questions: What happened

to the first eighty who didn’t buy? What went wrong in the interaction?

If we look to the people already in the store and figure out how to per-

suade more of them to buy, we can increase sales by increasing conver-

sions, not increasing traffic. Attention to the persuasive efforts across all

channels provides us with a more satisfying and permanent solution that

reinforces customers’ experiences of the brand as it allows us to achieve

our business goals.

Inconsistent customer experiences across channels
Lisa receives an Eddie Bauer catalog by snail mail. She flips through it,

sees a piece of luggage she would like, double-checks price and availabil-

ity online, and then decides to purchase the luggage on her next trip to the

mall. A good or bad experience with any one or more of these channels—

the catalog, the Web site, or the store—will affect Lisa’s perception of the

business as well as the channel.

Segregating channel responsibility increases the chances for inconsis-

tencies in presentation, messaging, brand voice, and even offer-details

across the channels. Inconsistency ruined the persuasive momentum in

the first phase of Bryan’s car-buying odyssey. Remember how the sales-

person told Bryan there was no DVD package for his car even though

Bryan had seen the package online? Do you think Bryan’s irritation was

confined to the salesperson?

Things only get worse when channels within a company have to com-

pete against each other. From the customer’s point of view, multi-channel

experiences must be seamless. Howard Kaplan, our senior conversion ana-

lyst, was shopping with his girlfriend at a Gap store. The pair of shorts she

wanted wasn’t available in her size—at least not within a twenty-mile

radius. Here’s what followed:

Gap Girl smiles; she knows the pure delight that’s about to follow.

“If you’d like,” she explains, “I can place the order for you right
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now, at the same price we’re offering in store. In fact, you can even

pay for them with your in-store purchases, all at the same time, on

the same receipt. Since you’re placing the order from the store,

we’re even happy to pick up the shipping for you. Would you like

them delivered Tuesday AM or PM?”

In this example, the in-store experience complemented and coordi-

nated with Gap’s other channels. The customer won. Gap’s channels won.

Gap won!  Unfortunately, that’s not always the case.

The set-up for the multi-channel problem often lies in the data we use

to help us frame our persuasive processes within and across channels. Are

we really looking at the appropriate data?
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